Fewer but better auditory alarms will improve patient safety
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Auditory warnings and alarms are used throughout the medical environment but often fall short of ideal. In some instances they can be a hindrance rather than a help to medical practice. The main reasons why alarms are less than ideal are: (1) they are used too often and people’s hearing as the primary warning sense is overused; (2) false alarm rates are often exceedingly high because trigger points are inappropriately set; and (3) their design is often poor. However, enough is now known about auditory warning design and implementation to overcome many of the traditional problems associated with them. A new draft international standard incorporates many of these measures, and increasing pressure from safety organisations such as the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organisations in the USA and the National Patient Safety in the UK can help to improve the way that auditory warnings are used in medical care by implementing what is known from research into practice.

The current focus on patient safety has encouraged experts in subjects such as ergonomics, psychology, and engineering to become involved in research in this area. Scientists other than those with a medical background but with expertise in areas such as information design, risk perception and decision making all have important contributions to make in informing policy and practice in many areas in which patient safety could be improved.

For example, there has been considerable focus on the ways in which information should be presented in order to improve its understanding. Several projects have looked at the ways in which the presentation of medicine labels, packaging, and patient information leaflets can be improved. Projects have also looked at the way medicines are packaged and presented.

Underlying this impetus is the belief that, if we can develop a greater understanding of how we interact with medical equipment and products at a perceptual and cognitive level, then we can improve them so that medical practitioners will be less prone to error. The patient will benefit both from the reduced error rates of the medical practitioner and from his or her own greater facility with the product due to its improved design. However, one sensory modality which is often underused, abused, or simply ignored is that of audition. This also impacts on medical error and patient safety. The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organisations (JACHO), which is an independent US organisation, evaluates quality and safety care in more than 15 000 healthcare organisations in the US and issues patient safety goals annually. In 2003 it made clinical alarm safety one of its patient safety goals in recognition of the fact that patients continue to be injured or killed because of ineffective alarm coverage.

This paper outlines the problems and possible solutions to the problems associated with auditory alarms. Firstly, the primacy of the auditory sense as our warning sense is outlined. This is followed by a brief review of the way auditory alarms are often used badly in practice. “Alarm handling” is then outlined, followed by a discussion of false alarms and how they might be reduced. Issues relating to the design of alarm sounds are reviewed, showing how sounds are often badly designed and are not appropriate for their purpose, and also how research in this area could be applied in order to improve them. A final section draws these points together and suggests ways in which steps can be taken to improve the situation through standards bodies and organisations concerned with encouraging improved safety.

THE AUDITORY SENSE AS A SAFETY DEVICE

Our hearing is our natural warning sense; it does not matter where we are looking or what we are doing, a sound will get our attention if it is loud enough to be heard against the noise background in which the sound occurs. Our natural inclination when hearing a sound is above all to identify its source and to search further, usually visually. However, this mechanism works well with real everyday sounds in relatively open environments and is compromised in the medical arena because the environment is very closed and cluttered, the sounds used are usually badly designed acoustically and are relatively meaningless, and there are far too many alarms for them to be effective.

Auditory alarms are, however, intrinsically useful. Warnings research shows that people comply more readily with auditory than with visual warnings. In addition, anaesthetists’ response time to auditory warnings is faster than to visual warnings.

ALARMS IN THE MEDICAL ENVIRONMENT

Alarms are used anywhere where there is equipment of any kind. They are used to monitor patients, to inform of non-critical events, to let the user know that the equipment is working (or malfunctioning), to indicate that the equipment is self-checking during start up, and so on.
Alarms can be found in operating theatres, intensive care units, hospital wards, GP surgeries, ambulances, on free standing equipment, and on medical equipment used at home. Fitting alarms is easy; sound chips can be produced at very low cost and fitted to equipment with little trouble. It is therefore quite typical that a relatively complex piece of equipment might produce six or more different alarm sounds. An anaesthetic work station replete with several pieces of apparatus might therefore produce 20 or more different alarm sounds. If one multiplies this by the potential number of pieces of equipment in, say, an intensive care unit, there is clearly a problem.

The most obvious kinds of problems with alarms are that they are irritating and tend to interfere with tasks rather than helping with them. This has been documented on many occasions. Also, because there are far too many of them, even people regularly working in areas where they hear the alarms on a daily basis cannot recognise more than about half of them. The more technical kinds of problems that arise with the way alarms are used typically fall into four main areas: (1) “alarm handling”; (2) false alarm rates; (3) the design of the alarm sounds themselves; and (4) the relationship between the alarm sounds and their functions. Each of these four areas is discussed below.

Alarm handling
In all safety critical systems, of which the medical arena is one, alarms proliferate. The study of “alarm handling” is now a legitimate area for research. For much of the time alarms are cancelled and no action may result. This is also true in, for example, the operating theatre where the anaesthetist regularly acknowledges alarms throughout an operation but does not necessarily always take action.

In fact, low priority situations do not typically require auditory signals as there is usually enough time to detect these events visually (either through inspecting displays or the equipment/process/patient directly). The vast majority of alarms heard under this kind of regime are therefore not alarms at all, in the sense that they are not signalling something which requires immediate action or attention. In other safety critical systems such as aviation where alarm protocols have been rigorously examined and developed, the number of alarms has been reduced considerably.

The consequences of providing far too many low priority alarms are manifold. Firstly, they pollute the sound environment and interfere with communication. Secondly, they distract people from what they are doing, thus increasing the probability of medical error. Thirdly, from a human performance viewpoint, low priority alarms have the status of false alarms with the result that people will match their alarm response rate to the perceived false alarm rate of the system.

False alarm rates
False alarm rates are a major problem for medical alarms. Kestin et al7 showed that alarms heard during 50 separate operations were classified as spurious for 75% of the time and as indicating patient risk only 3% of the time. A more recent study8 suggests that these false alarm rates may be reducing but, even so, the rate of false alarms is still unacceptably high. A similar study by Block et al11 indicated that most anaesthetists switch off alarms, and the main reason given for doing so is the high false alarm rate. The current trend of encouraging anaesthetists not to turn off alarms may help also to encourage them to adjust their alarm settings so that there are fewer false alarms (if they are able to manually adjust them), but this in itself will do nothing to help the problem of irritating, confusing and multiple alarms potentially hindering rather than helping their work.

Research by Bliss and colleagues12–13 has shown quite clearly that, if an alarm system is perceived to be 90% reliable, then people will respond slightly more than 90% of the time. If a system is perceived to be 10% reliable, then they will respond only 10% of the time. Of course, the 10% of the time that they respond to the system is probably not the 10% of the time that the system is signalling correctly, so effectively the alarm system is rendered almost useless when false alarm rates are high. The practical consequence of this is that alarms which are installed on a “better safe than sorry” basis are likely to make responses to them less—rather than more—reliable.

False alarm rates can be improved by using intelligent alarms. For example, studies have shown that intelligent alarm systems can decrease anaesthetists’ response time and improve their performance. Even setting alarm limits more diligently can improve alarm systems significantly.

There certainly exists a view that, unless alarms are made to be intelligent and are properly set, then it would be better to get rid of them.17

Design of alarm sounds
Imagine being entrusted with the task of developing the worst alarm signal in the world. Its characteristics might include: being difficult to localise (to difficult to be sure which alarm is coming from); being readily susceptible to masking by other sounds; being hard to remember, identify and discriminate from other sounds; and it would only be linked to the situation that it is signalling in a very obscure way. From acoustic theory one would apply the knowledge that the brain uses one of two mechanisms to identify the location of a sound, but would remember that neither mechanism functions properly in the mid to moderately high pitched region. One would also apply the knowledge that signals which are acoustically “poor” (possess relatively few harmonics) are less resistant to masking and need to be presented at higher signal-to-noise ratios than signals which are acoustically richer. One would also apply the knowledge that people are not perceptually equipped to retain the absolute pitch values of a tone. Finally, one would note that, although people have a very rich knowledge of sounds and their relationships to sources and objects, this is not true of abstract sounds. Well established research would therefore predict that the idealised worst warning would be a fixed, relatively high-pitched tone with few harmonics. At this point in the design process one may have realised that this worst case alarm is remarkably similar to most of the existing medical alarm sounds already in use.

In essence, the acoustic nature of alarm sounds typically used in medical environments could not be much worse. Many of them are fixed tones, beeps, and bells which provide very little information and serve mainly to annoy. This is not to say that there are not some considerably more effective and ergonomic approaches both in theory and in practice, but these newer systems and sounds have to coexist with less ergonomic systems, so responses are likely to be dictated by the lowest common denominator which is, by and large, unsuitable continuous tone alarms. There is, however, considerable research on the design and development of more ergonomic auditory warnings and alarms which could be brought to bear in the development of more ergonomic alarm systems.

Relationship between alarm sound and function
The sheer number and design of alarms militates against them being remembered or distinguished from one another. However, other factors which make it hard to remember alarms include the obscurity of the relationship between the warning sound and its meaning, and the probability that similar equipment from different manufacturers will have different alarm sounds on them despite the fact that they perform the same function. Improving the relationship
between alarm sounds and the situations they represent can be achieved both by extending the range of the types of alarm sounds used and by capitalising on the technique of urgency mapping. This is a process by which the urgency of the medical signal is indicated in the acoustic nature of the alarm sound. Some examples of equipment possessing rudimentary urgency mapping—for example, different and more or less urgent sounds and colours for “high,” “medium” and “low” priority situations—are now in existence. Urgency mapping for example, different and more or less medical signal is indicated in the acoustic nature of the alarm sound. Alerting systems for GPs’ computerised drug decision making aids is one example. However, the simplest solution to the problem of understanding the relationship between alarm sound and function is to standardise on alarm sounds. For more than 20 years there has been a move to standardise medical alarms on a patient centred rather than an equipment centred basis. This is based on the premise that equipment constantly changes whereas the functions that they monitor do not. It is therefore much more parsimonious to develop alarms that relate to cardiovascular functions, ventilation considerations, and so on than the equipment which monitors these functions.

ADDRESSING THE PROBLEMS

An ideal alarm system would only warn when appropriate; there would be consistent use of the same alarms for the same functions regardless of organisation or manufacturer; the urgency of alarms would be appropriate to their function; false alarms would be rare rather than common; and the alarms would be easy to learn and retain. Much of this could be achieved through the use of intelligent hierarchical alarm systems where proper consideration of the design of the alarms themselves (and the incorporation of what is known about the design of alarm sounds) is given. Some manufacturers have introduced hierarchical and/or intelligent alarm systems into their products, but the impact of these is necessarily piecemeal. However, these newer systems are more likely to comply with new and future standards and are therefore likely to be more acceptable to purchasers and users. This will help such systems to become more commonplace. Currently these new systems stand alongside the older, less ergonomic systems, but a combination of the passage of time, new technological developments, the development of more comprehensive standards, and the key role of non-government safety organisations such as the JCAHO and the National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) should help speed the replacement of the old systems with the newer ones.

A now replaced standard ISO 9703 “Anaesthesia in respiratory care alarm signals” considered a system of assigning auditory alarms to physiological functions as outlined by Kerr et al and a set of alarms was developed to demonstrate the way this would work. However, the final version restricted its remit only to a general alarm with different levels of priority. A newer standard, ISO/IEC 60601 “Medical alarm equipment” which currently has the status of a draft international standard (DIS) is more general in its remit (as it refers to medical alarms rather than specifically to anaesthesia alarms) and it, too, has developed the idea of having standardised warning sounds. Details of the recommended alarm systems are presented in this standard. The standard also concerns itself with intelligent alarms, which are known to reduce false alarm rates and therefore to be more reliable, and the use of radiotelemetry which is likely to be more and more significant as technology develops. It also considers issues such as alarm logging and alarm security.

Standardisation is one way of addressing some of the problems currently encountered with the use of alarms as manufacturers will be obliged to meet the requirements of new standards. This is turn will help the NHS and other healthcare providers as they will be in a position to require manufacturers to abide by new standards, which will improve both practice and patient safety. Continued encouragement to improve auditory alarms from bodies such as the JCAHO and the NPSA should also help to improve the current situation.
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